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linkedin.com/qwikresume
Address: 1737 Marshville Road,

Alabama.

Objective

Seeing employment in the theater, marketing, or public relations field where can apply 
outstanding communication skills, organizational abilities and creative thinking in a challenging 
environment.

Skills

Inventory Management, Editing, Writing Project Proposals.

Work Experience

Actor
ABC Corporation  November 1999 – November 1999 
 Performed as the costume character &quot;Duke the Dragon&quot; through song, dance, and 

acting for large audiences.
 Worked with children of various ages in a family-friendly environment, including birthday 

parties, meet-and-greets, and a special live-action childrens show.
 Evaluated how the entertainment system works networking with different people 

acting/modeling programs.
 Performed in movies, commercials, music videos, and model shows.
 Communicated a character or situations to an audience through speech, body language and 

movement.
 Orientated students that were participating in the summer youth job program.
 Taught on the job readiness techniques, and problem-solving techniques.

Actor
ABC Corporation  1995 – 1999 
 Write, act, direct, and produce Stage Plays and Independent Films.
 Develop performing material to entertain audiences.
 In addition to that I set up and hold casting calls, along with call backs for performing artists.
 Find venues and locations for production and scenes.
 Negotiate prices for services with venues, production crew, as well as actors.
 Coordinate schedules of actors and production team.
 Build sets as well as organize costumes and flyers and online marketing material such as 

social media sites..

Education

in progress in Computer Science - (Santa Monica College - Santa Rosa, CA)
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